New releases of our software and new programs will be presented. The covered fields a1·e: -treatment of powder data A new integrated software based on EXTRA and SIRPOW exploiting all the synergies betweeen extraction intensities step and the Direct Methods application.
-single crystal The new version of the Direct Methods program SIR ( SIR96 ) including the treatment of electron diffraction data.
-protein data A new program based on the integration of Direct Methods and isomorphous derivative techniques, solvent flattening and histogram matching.
A powelful and effective graphic interface is available in this software, suitable for all common platforms. The programs will be free of charge for academic institutions. No cunently widely available molecular mechanics forcefield contains parameters to account for these interactions. Consequently, this is a weakness of the emerging forcefield-based crystal structure prediction methodologies (e.g. those of Gavezzotti (1 ) , and Karfunkel and Gdanitz (2) ) -using such forcefields, structures containing "weak'' interactions can never be accurately predicted.
A range of crystal structures containing C-H .... O and C-H .... N interactions has been used, along with the tools in the Cerius2 molecular modelling suite (such as molecular mechanics minimisation, and the Karfunkel and Gdanitz structure prediction method) ( 3 ), to produce a customised forcefield which accounts for these, and which it is hoped will lead to more accurate structure predictions in future.
